**Rumble Strips**

Control traffic with rumble strips. Pedestrian areas need to grab the attention of drivers to keep everyone safe. Rumble strips provide a visual, audible, and physical sensation that alerts drivers to slow down. Our rumble strips are easy to install, without the time & expense of thermoplastic or grooved rumble strips. Permanent and removable rumble strips are available.

- Commands driver attention in pedestrian areas
- Makes dangerous areas highly visible

Flexible rubber base

Superior pressure-sensitive adhesive bonds to road surface through hot and cold weather conditions

Self-adhesive rumble strips create a visual, audible, and physical alert to drivers in traffic areas where caution is critical, such as school and airport pick-up and drop-off zones, hospitals, and other pedestrian areas. The highly visible, bright green rumble strips focus drivers’ attention on the road and surroundings, while a repeating “rumble” sound and physical vibration increases drivers’ awareness.

Rubber-based rumble strips from Stop-painting.com install easily with no special equipment. Specially designed for concrete and asphalt surfaces, rumble strips have a pre-applied adhesive that creates a secure bond to the road surface. Quick installation reduces the amount of time workers are exposed to dangerous traffic conditions. Roadways can be opened to traffic immediately after installation.

The strips are available in rolls of 4” x 50’ at .250 mil thickness. In addition to orange, other colors available include white, or black. Rumble Strips should be applied in three sets of ten. The strips in set one should be 10’ apart followed by 500’; in set two the strips should be 5’ apart followed by 500’; in set three the strips should be 18” apart. (Application layout may vary due to posted speed limits.) Rumble strips can be used in conjunction with our extensive
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